
SATURATED WOOD
/// P R OTAC

Saturated wood requires regular maintenance to preserve the 
both effectiveness of the protection and the appearance.

SATURATED WOOD CARE

FOREWORD / We recommend waiting one year after the installation of natural wood before applying a saturator to the 
dry wood to nourish and protect it. In fact, after the 4 seasons have passed, the pores are more open, this is the greying 
effect. / Applying a saturator after de-greying, will adhere better to the wood. It is strongly recommended to only apply 
saturator in fine weather, making sure no rain is forecast during the 48h following the application. / We recommend 
renewing these applications every 2 or 3 years depending on the exposure.

MAINTAIN HOW TO PROCEED?

/ The application of a maintenance coat of your saturated 
wood product colour will give a more intense colour
/ Renew every 1 to 2 years depending on the exposure
/ Without prior egrenation, clean using a soft cloth by applying 
a neutral detergent for wood
/ Apply one or more coats of saturator in your colour until the 
wood is soaked to bring back the shine

How do you keep the 
aesthetics of a 

saturated timber 
product?

NATURAL 
ALTERATIONS

ORIGIN HOW TO PROCEED?

Natural and can 
accumulate on any 

materials used 
outdoors

DUST LAYERS / Spray a neutral detergent for wood
(Alternative: use a soft brush or a large non-abrasive sponge 
to rub the surface using neutral pH soap and hot water)

/ Wait a few moments, then rinse with clean water

/ After cleaning, eventually apply one or  more coats of 
saturator for your colour until the wood is soaked to bring 
back the shine

These are mainly 
caused by the 

exposure. They can 
appear as greenish 

stains

MOSS STAINS

/ Rub the scratched zone using a non-fluff cloth and a 
neutral detergent for wood
/ Leave to dry for at least 1h depending on the temperature
/ In dry weather, apply a first coat of saturator  using a 
fine brush on the scratched zones
/ Leave to dry for 4h
/ Apply a second coat of saturator in the same way

Can be  caused by 
everyday accidents 

(handles, pedals, 
garden tools, animal 
claws, etc.)handles, 

pedals, garden tools, 
animal claws, etc.)

SUPERFICIAL 
SCRATCHES

C O N S U M P T I O N
Saturator repairs: 1L pot available in all colours
Applicable surface area: about 7 m² per coat per L




